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CALIBRATION OF THE CRATED WASTE ASSAY MONITOR (CWAM) FOR THE LOW-
LEVEL WASTE MEASUREMENTS FOR THE Y-12 PLANT

Sheila G. Melton, Robert Estep and Earl Peterson
Los Alamos National Laboratory

LOShmos, NM 87545
smelton@lanl.gov, restep@lanl.gov, and epeterson@kml.gov

ABSTRACT

The Crated Waste Assay Monitor (CWAM) system was designed at Los Alamos National Laboratory to
address safeguards and waste measurements issues at the Oak Ridge Y-12 Plant. CWAM utilizes the
differential dieaway technique (DDT) to measure 235U-contaminatedwaste inside B-25 waste crates. The
petiormance objectives for CWAM were twofold: (1) ensure large quantities of material do not leave the
Y-12 Plant via waste boxes, and (2) measure fissile contamination at levels as low as the Tennessee
landfill limit of 35 pCi/g. This paper begins with a history of the CWAM project describing the
motivation for the redesign effort, original goals set for the project and the design choices made to
achieve these goals. A detailed description of the CWAM system follows. The remainder of the paper
presents experimental results from a matrix characterization study that included both passive and active
assays on three hydrogenousrnatrices, two B-25 crates and one SWB, and one metallic B-25 crate.
Detector and thermal flux dieaway times as a fi.mctionof matrix is discussed. The reduction in spatial
variation with multiple interrogation positions for each of the surrogate matrices is shown. Sensitivity
values for these matrices an$also given both in terms of 235Umass (g) and activity concentration (pCi/g).

INTRODUCTION

The original CWAM was an early differential dieaway system, designed and built by John Caldwell in the

mid 1980s for the Oak Ridge Diffhsion Plant in ‘support of the Centrifuge Program. Its primary purpose

was the assay of 235Uin failed rotors contained in 4’x 4’x 4’ crates using thermal neutron interrogation.

In addition to the traditional DDT assay, a secondary function was the assay of ‘8U in spent alumina

contained in 55-gallon drums by fast fission and delayed neutron counting. In both cases, the measured

isotope was expected to be at gram (235U)or kilogram (238U)levels.

In 1990, the low-level waste disposal area known as Bear Creek Burial Ground located on the Oak Ridge

Reservation was closed by the state of Tennessee. With on-site disposal of low-level waste no longer

possible, the need arose for a strong operational NDA program as a means to identi~ and quanti~

isotopes for off-site shipments of radioactive waste. For waste containing less than 35 pCi/g of total

uranium, on-site sanitary landfill disposal was still an option. For those containers above this fiducial, the

amount of 235Uhad to be quantified to meet DOT regulations and to ensure compliance with waste

acceptance criteria at low-level waste disposal facilities. An assessment of the Y-12 waste inventory
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identified the need for a combination of passive gamma and active neutron assay systems. Afier the

collapse of the Centrifuge Program, CWAM was therefore obtained by the Y-12 Pkm~ to measure low

levels of 235U(sub-gram quantities) in the higher density waste streams contained in B-25 boxes (4’x 4’x

6’containers),

Due to limited operational finds, only slight modifications to the original system were initially approved.

However, even with modifications, it soon became apparent that the system would not be able to measure

at the 35 pCi/g level. As the Y-12 site became strained by storage requirements for the increasing number

of B-25 boxes, it became cost effective to redesign the CWAM system. Design goals were directed at

correcting the deficiencies of the original systems and can be summarized as follows:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Design the moderating cavity and detector package configurations using Monte Carlo techniques

(MCNP) optimizing the trade-off between thermal interrogation flux profile and fission neutron

detection efficiency.

Design the mechanical structure and automated crate handing system to accommodate the size

and maximum loading of B-25 boxes.

Minimize the variation in fissile signal response due to non-uniform neutron interrogation by the

use of multiple generators and/or pulsing at different positions along the B-25 box.

Update and streamline the detector signal processing electronics and reduce the number of cable

runs to the control console.

Design data acquisition and analysis software that is well-documented, user-friendly, and-easily

modified for calibration of new waste streams.

As with all projects of this magnitude, a combination of physics and cost went into the design of the new

system. Components that affected neutron population during an assay such as the specifications of the

moderating cavity and detector packages, were based on Monte Carlo calculations. The figure of merit

used in comparing alternative MCNP designs was the product of the thermal flux and detector efficiency.

aDeficiency is in reference to the system’s ability to measure low-level waste, not to its original design
specifications.



Maximizing the product of these two quantities in theory maximizes sensitivity. To achieve the necessary

accuracy, efforts were directed at reducing spatial variation of the fissile signal. This was accomplished

by placing the neutron generator on a motorized track thus allowing interrogation from several positions

within the assay chamber.

Structural and material handling designs were scaled-up versions of the drum-sized Combined Thermal

Epithermal Neutron Instrument (CTEN). An electronic module for signal processing, the Preamplifier,

Amplifier, Discriminator, ECL Driver Module (PADEM) and a CAMAC-based multiplicity module,

Pulse Anival Time Recording Module (PATRM) that had been developed and fimded by the CTEN

project were incorporated into the CWAM electronic system. Scaler data acquisition hardware

(CAMAC-based) was also patterned on the CTEN design allowing existing software to be adapted with

only minor modifications. Although the final CWAM design does not necessarily represent the best

engineering solution, all original design goals were met. More importantly unlike the original CWAM,

the new instrument is capable of measuring 235Uat the 35 pCi/g level thus satisfying Tennessee Sanitary

Landfill regulations.

THE CWAM INSTRUMENT

STRUCTURAL AND MECHANICAL COMPONENTS

The CWAM design consists of fourteen aluminum stand-alone modules that interconnect to form an assay

system with an overall footprint of 7.87 m2. A photograph of the CWAM system is shown in Figure 1.

The assay chamber has an approximate footprint of 3.96 m2 and a height of 178 cm, with the structural

integrity to accommodate the size and weight of either a B-25 or a SWB container. b The inner liner of

the assay chamber and the outer shell of the system are made of 1.27-cm-thick sheets of aluminum. The

walls, ceiling, and floor are approximately 41 cm thick and are constructed of layers of graphite,

polyethylene, and berated polyethylene. CWAM has an inner graphite region with a total thickness of

30.48 cm. This is the moderating region that slows the majority of the fast 14-MeV neutrons down to

thermal energies. Detectors are incorporated within thisregion. The shielding region comprises the outer

7.62 cm and serves to absorb external neutrons. A 2.54-cm layer of berated polyethylene is surrounded

bMaximum allowable weight for a B25-box is 2730 kg (6000 Ibs) as stipulated by Y-12 regulations.



by a layer of polyethylene that thermalizes background neutrons, thereby increasing the probability of

absorption by the boron.

Figure 1. Front view of the CWAM system. A B-25 box is sitting on the motorized loading
platform.

The CWAM system contains a motorized belt-driven platform that is used to load containers into the

assay chamber. A similar design is used for the horizontal motion of the door. End-of-travel micro-
.

switches are included on both the crate handling system and door tracks. Control-flex ribbon cables are

used on the inside of the door to decelerate the door as it closes. Several safety features are included to

protect both system hardware and personnel. Interlocks exist between the loading platform and door to

prevent door closure while the platform’is on the loading dock. Pressure sensitive switches located on the

door faces stop movement in case of an obstruction. The high voltage supply for the neutron generator is

interlocked with the door preventing generator operation until the door is filly closed. A magenta

rotating warning beacon is also interlocked with the high voltage supply and thus stays on continuously

during neutron production.



DETECTORS

The neutron signals are generated as a result of the 3He(n,p)3Hreaction in the 3He proportional counters.

These detectors are traditionally packaged into two different configurations for either shielded or bare

detector packages, CWAM contains963He proportional counters, (5.08-cm diameter, 152.4 cm length, 4

atmospheres pressure) packaged in groups of 4 for a total of 24 shielded detector packages. CWAM

contains no bare detector packages. Detector packages in the walls are oriented vertically with two

packages per module or four per side. Floor detectors are oriented from front to back while those in the

ceiling are from left to right. Both ceiling and floor modules contain four packages each centered over

the assay chamber. The proportional tubes are surrounded by a box frame of polyethylene measuring

1.27–1.905 cm thick. The packages are wrapped with 0.1524-cm-thick cadmium that fits over the

polyethylene flame and around both ends. The signals from these shielded detector packages are routed

into 24 separate ECL lines, providing independently observable counts for all packages. The fission

neutron detection efficiency for the shielded totals is 14°/0.

In addition to the detectors embedded in the graphite liner, CWAM also has a variety of small 3He

detectors mounted on the walls of the assay chamber. Two @pes of assay chamber monitors are used to

provide information for normalization and matrix corrections. Cavity flux monitors are used to measure

the interrogating flux within the assay chamber. CWAM has six 3He proportional counters, three

cadmium-shielded and three bare, located on the lefi back, and right walls. These cavity flux monitors

are 2.54 cm in diameter, 15.24 cm in length, and have a tube pressure of 0.9 atmospheres. Due to their

small size and low pressure, these monitors recover quickly from the neutron bursts and therefore provide

useful information during the early time regimes.

Crate monitors, located in the center floor module, are used to measure the neutron flux exiting the crate.

CWAM has six 3He detectors, two cadmium-shielded and four bare, collimated to shield the detectors

from all neutron except those originating in the crate. These crate monitors are 2.54 cm in diameter, 7.62

cm in length, and have a tube pressure of three atmospheres. Since the detectors are collimated, the

efficiency lost due to collimation is somewhat offset by the gain obtained in using a higher tube pressure.

Located outside CWAM on the top module are three external flux monitors, mounted directly above the

neutron generator stop points. The external flux monitors are cadmium-shielded 3He proportional

counters each with a 2.54 cm diameter, 15.24 cm length, and a tube pressure of three atmospheres. These

monitors are enabled only during the fxst 50 ps after the burs~ while the interrogating energies are in the



eV range. Since neutron production varies over the life of the generator, the external flux monitors are.
used to monitor neutron production without the added influence of the matrix material.

COUNTING ELECTRONICS AND DATA ACQUISITION

The total number of the detector packages, including flux monitors, within the CWAM instrument is 32.

For the fissile signals, four detector signals are combined within the shielded packages to produce one

signal per package. For the flux monitors, detector signals are ganged into one, IWO,or three detector

packages. The signal emerging from each of these packages is processed in an individual channel of a

PADEM. A PADEM contains the preamplifier, amplifier, and discriminator for four separate detector

channels in one stand-alone unit (7 x 15 x 10 cm). These units are mounted on the outside walls of

CWAM, close to the detector inputs to minimize capacitance loading.

Logic signals from the PADEMs are transported over lxvo34-conductor ribbon cables to the CAMAC

crates located near the operator console. The total number of separate detector signals is limited by the

LeCroy scalers used in CWAM which have only 32’channels. ECL signals are differential and thus

require two lines per signal. At this point all 32 signals from the two ribbon cables are routed into two

independent data collection paths, known as scaler and list mode. The data acquisition system consists of

27 individual electronic modules organized by collection mode into two CAMAC crates. NIM standard

electronics are also used to modi~ the neutron generator trigger signal to meet input specifications of the

CAMAC modules.

These modules are controlled through the use of a function library, called CAIWC!TEN,written in the C++

programming language specifically for the CTEN/CWAM electronic confQuration. Hardware interface

between the I13M-compatible personal computer and the CAMAC is through a plug-in card residing on

the PCI computer bus and a crate controller located in slots 24 and 25 of the CAMAC crate. Passive and

active assays are initiated and controlled by the operating program WLV_C’TENthatuses CAM-CTEN

library fimctions to acquire and transfer data from the CAMAC to the personal computer. F??lA_CT”N

enables the user to acquire list and scaler mode data, store and retrieve results on disk, perform system

diagnostic checks, sort timing data into histograms, and change various operating parameters. Files for

both active and passive mode are saved in ASCII format. All list mode da~ due to its large size (up to 4

Mbyte), is stored as binary files. The CWAM analysis algorithms have been implemented in the in the

CTEN_FITanalysis and databasing software, with specialized algorithms and output forms using Visual 1



Basic macros. Details of the CTEN_F~program can be found in a related paper presented at this

conference.

For an active assay, the scaler mode uses time-gated scalers to collect data from the 32 detector signals in

five separate time windows. Two gate and delay generator channels are used for each scaler to enable

counting only during its preset time window. A trigger from the neutron generator is used to synchronize

data collection in the time windows with the generator pulses. In addition to five time windows, data may

also be taken as a fimction of preset time intervals.

List mode acquisition is accomplished by routing the ECL signals into one of two PATRMs. A PATRM

records the arrival time of all neutron detection signals to its 15 inputs in a sequential list format. During

an active interrogation, markers are written to memory at the initiation of each generator burst. Neutron

arrival times are recorded sequentially with respect to the st&t of each burst. The PATRMs are

synchronized with both using a clock speed of 5 MHz, resulting in time bins of 200 ns, i.e., (5 x 106)-1s.

If several pulses arrive on the same tick of the clock, they will be recorded in sequential locations with

their arrival times differing by one tick (200 ns).

The PATRM uses a logic pulse designated as veto, to control data acquisition during an active

interrogation. At the start of the veto pulse, the PATRM disables all data inputs, writes a marker to its

next available internal memory location, stops the internal clock, and resets this counter to zero. This

results in a data list consisting of the neutron arrival times relative to the end of the veto pulse. The veto

used in the CWAM active assays is an 850 ps logic pulse derived from the trigger pulse of the neutron

generator. Thus, the PATRM is disabled during the first 850 ps after the neutron burst preventing events

from the neutron burst from being recorded. The raw data for the PATRMs consists of sequential time

lists relative to the veto pulse or neutron burst. In the active mode, the clock tics increase only up to the

inverse pulsing frequency of the.generator before being reset to zero. This list is transferred from the

PATRM memory to a binary data file. Header information such as assay time, number of neutron bursts,

veto width, etc. precedes the actual data list.



NEUTRON LIFETIMES IN THE CWAM SYSTEM

To quanti& fissile mass using the pulsed neutron techmque, one must be able to differentiate between the
,.

neutrons from the interrogating source and fission neutrons being produced. This is achieved in a DDT

assay by using a thermal energy spectrum for the interrogating source and surrounding the detector

packages with material(s) that are essentially black to this spectrum. Until the energy spectrum of the

pulsed source becomes thermalized, neutrons are able to penetrate the filter and be detected. Once pass

the filter, the process of thermalization inside the package results in a neutron population that decays

exponentially with a characteristic mean lifetime or dieaway time. In terms of recovery from the initial

14 MeV burst, it will take approximately five dieaway times for the detector packages to be reduced to

less than 1% of their original signal. Therefore, before the detectors can unambiguously measure fission

neutrons, sufficient time must have elapsed to ensure that all interrogating neutrons have been cleared

fkom the detector packages.

Depending on the moderating power of the matrix materials, the neutrons from the generator burst will

reach their asymptotic thermal energy spectrum at different rates. In theory, it would be advantageous to

select thermal regions based on the thermalization time of the matrix materials. In practice, the limiting

factor is the recovery time of the detector packages, which is also sufllcient time for all matrices to be

approximately Maxwellian. Once fully theqalized, neutrons difise throughout the assay chamber with

an energy spectrum that no longer changes with time. During the period of diffusion, the amplitude of the

neutron spectrum decreases exponentially with a decay constant governed by the absorption and leakage

properties of the matrix. The inverse of this decay constant is the mean lifetime for thermal neutrons.

The term ‘differential dieaway’ refers to the relative neutron lifetimes or dieaway times behveen the

thermal flux in the assay chamber and the fast neutrons in the detector packages. Feasibility of the

technique is due to the large difference between these two basic neutronic parameters. An ideal system

would retain a thermal spectrum for a large portion of the measurement period’ with a detector dieaway

time in the low microseconds.

c A measurement period is 20 ms for a 50 Hz pulsing rate as used in CWAM.



The thermal flux dieaway time in the CWAM system was measured directly using data acquired from a

bare flux monitor in list mode. Since individual events are recorded as clock tics in the list mode format,

they can be scaled directly into the appropriate time bins relative to the veto pulse. Prior to creating

timing distributions from a PATRM data list, events must be removed that are obviously related to noise

or cosmic ray interactions. Electronic noise is easily detected in a data list since it manifests itself in a

long sequence of events, numbering in the hundreds or thousands, that are spaced by only one clock tic.

Though the number of events in a cosmic-ray interaction may also be large, this detection pattern displays

the characteristic exponential dieaway behavior of the detectors. As in the case of electronic noise,

segments of the data list presumed to be cosmic rays are removed from the list and resorted before

analysis, Afler filtering out non-related events, a conventional multiscale spectrum is formed.

Figure 2 shows a multiscale spectrum of the bare flux monitor centered in an empty chamber. For the

first 850 ps after the burs~ the veto pulse prevents the PATRM from recording. Thus, the spectrum

actually begins at 850 ps and extends to 10,000 WSafter the burst. Time bins are 20 ps wide. The

response of the bare flux monitor is a measure of the thermal flux. Therefore, the decay constant

determined from a least-squares exponential fit of the data for the time span 850 to 10,000 us is a measure

of the interrogating thermal flux dieaway time. As shown in Figure 2, the thermal flux lifetime for the

CWAM empty chamber is approximately 2 ms.

Bare Flux Monitor - List Mode Data
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Figure 2. Multiscale spectrum of the response from a bare flux monitor located at
the center of the CWAM empty chamber. The spectrum was created using PATRM
list mode data.



In the analysis of pulsed neutron experiments, the decay of the asymptotic, energy spectrum is a fimction

of the absorption, leakage, and diffusion properties of the medium. For a system such as CWAM, with

regions containing different material properties, the decay constant is a complicated function of both the

matrix and the assay chamber. As seen in Table 1, the thermal flux dieaway time is reduced from

approximately 2 to 1.6 ms as 300 kg of carbon steel isadded to the assay chamber in the form of an

empty B-25 box. The dieaway times as measured in the center of each of the surrogate matrices varies

from a low of 566 ps for the wet combustibles to a high of 875 ps for the metals. From the variation in

these values, it appears that the dieaway time is not an unambiguous indicator of the neutronic properties

of a matrix.

Table 1. Thermal flu
located at the center p

I Surrogate

I Matrix

F=
Em Chamber

Em B-25

Em SWB

Carbon Steel

E
Pol eth Iene

D Combustibles

Wet Combustibles

dieaway time calculated from the response of a bare flux monitor
lsition

I

Density Hydrogen Density Thermal Flux Dieaway Time

Center Position
(g/cm’) (g/cm’)

(w)
2058

1565

1503

0.382 875

0.141 0.020 866

0.200 0.016 570

0.234 0.021 566

As in the case of passive neutron assays, a short detector dieaway time is also an important design goal

for an active measurement. The dieaway time for the CWAM system was calculated using list mode data

generated in the passive assay of a 100-g metal plutonium source. Total system response was obtained

from merging data lists generated in two PATRMs. The combined data list was sorted in chronological

order for calculation of the system dieaway time.

The detector dieaway time was calculated by creating Rossi-alpha histograms for a total time 1,000 ps

with individual time intervals of 1 ps. The time difference betsveen each event and successive events

within the 1,000 ps time span was calculated and appropriate time bins incremented. The dieaway time

was extracted from the fit of the data to a single exponential plus a constant for the time span from 20 to

200 ps. The detector dieaway time for an empty crate was determined to be 42 p.s. The presence of the



energy filter (cadmium) on the shielded detectors reduces the energy spectrum, and thus the time the

detectors are able to respond to a possible coincident neutron. The presence of these filters also reduces

the variation with matrix to approximately 4’XO.Table 2 shows the detector dieaway for each of the

surrogate matrices. In comparison, the dieaway times for passive only systems, where bare detectors are

used, may vary by a factor of 2 depending on the matrix.

Table 2. Detector dleaway time for the shielded detectors
using list mode data to generate a Rossi-alpha distribution.

Surrogate
Detector Dieaway Time

(w)
Matrix

Empty B-25 42.38

Emutv SWB 41.69

I Carbon Steel ! 38.48

Polyethylene 42.85

Dry Combustibles 41.43

Wet Combustibles 42.74

MATRIX CHARACTERIZATION STUDY

As a first approximation, the number of induced fissions in a DDT assay is proportional to the

interrogating thermal flux and the concentration of 235Uin the waste crate. However, the degree of

accuracy required to meet performance objectives usually dictates the use of corrections to account for the

effects of matrix type and source distribution on the measured response. The goal of the matrix

characterization study was to determine how matrix and source position effected the fissile signal.

Independent measurements of the flux iq the active and the transmission in the passive were performed as

a function of 72 position within 4 different matrices. Both list and scaler data mode data was collected

providing ratios of detector signals from various positions and time windows, Feynman distributions,

correlated ratios, dieaway times, and detector variances. Results presented in this paper are derived from

a small subset of the data obtained during the characterization study, emphasizing basic fissile responses.

Development of matrix corrections will be discussed in a later publication.



TRANSMISSION AND THERMAL FLUX

Like most if not all DDT waste assay instruments, CWAM is capable of performing both active

interrogation and passive measurements. Since the immediate application was the assay of 235U,CWAM

was not calibrated for the passive assay. The passive assay was used in the characterization study to

determine the effect of matrix and source position on the fissile signal. Transmission of fission neutrons

from a plutonium source was calculated from passive data taken at 72 positions within each of the

surrogate matrices, The standard used in the passive assay was a 100-g plutonium metal cylinder with

well-known source strength and multiplication values. Table 3 shows the minimum, maximum, and

average transmission values for the 72 positions within each of the matrices. Non-hydrogenous matrices

such as the iron have measured transmissions greater than 90°/0. Hydrogen containing matrices in this

data set have transmission values varying from a 15 to 50% depending on position and hydrogen content.

For matrices containing hydrogen, the minimum transmission values occur in the center of the matrix.

Table 3. Minimum, maximum, and average values of the measured transmission
for 72 uositions within the crate.

Surrogate Fraction of Fission Neutrons Transmitted
Matrix Minimum Maximum Average

(0/0) (%) (%)

Empty B25 97 100 99

Empty SWB 94 98 96

Carbon Steel-B25 92 99 95

Dry Combustibles-SWB 29 49 39, t I

Polyethylen+B25 19 51 38

Wet Combustibles–B25 I 15 I 46 I 31

The detection eftlciency of the shielded detector packages in CWAM is 14% for a plutonium source

located at the center of the empty chamber. For the center of the wet combustibles matrix, (p~ = 0.021 g

cm-3),only 15°/0of the fission neutrons are transmitted through the matrix. This corresponds to a 2.1‘/0

detection efilciency for single neutrons located at the matrix center. Although this represents a loss of

signal neutrons, the interrogating thermal flux is enhanced at this position increasing the fission

probability. Table 4 shows the response of the bare flux monitor at the center of each of the surrogate

matrices. Measurements were performed for an interrogation window from 850 to 2,850 ps at 10,000

pulses. Neutron generator was located in the back center position relative to the crate.



Table 4. Response of the bare flux monitor located at the matrix
center. Measurements were performed at 10,000 pulses with the
neutron generator located in the back center of the crate.

Surrogate Bare Flux Relative
Matrix Monitor to Empty

Response Crate
Empty B25 16,386 1.00

I Empty SWB I 18,342 I 1.00 I

Carbon Steel–B25 2,894 0.17

Dry Combustibles–SW13 61,681 2.87

Polyethylen*B25 128,438 7.47

Wet Combustibles–B25 47,471 2.21

As expected, the interrogating thermal flux in the center of hydrogen-containing matrices is enhanced

relative to the case of an empty crate. Both the dry and wet combustible matrices contain other absorbers,

such as chlorine (o~=33 barns), in addition to polyethylene. Although the hydrogen densities of the wet

combustibles and polyethylene matrices are comparable, the increased absorption in the wet combustibles

results in a lower thermal flux enhancement. In comparing fissile signal loss of Tables 3 to the thermal

flux gain of Table 4, the polyethylene matrix shows a net gain. Thus one would expect sensitivity in the

center of this matrix to actually improve relative to the empty crate.

OPTIMIZING NEUTRON GENERATOR POSITION

The ability to interrogate from more than one position in a DDT assay improves the overall accuracy by

providing a more uniform flux profile. In CTEN, the neutron generator is located in the back left corner

and the drum makes one revolution during the entire assay. In CWAM, multiple interrogations are

performed at predeterniined stops along a motorized track located on the back wall of the assay chamber.

A complete assay is the sum of the individual interrogations. Figure 3 shows the various neutron

generator positions schemes tested during the matrix characterization study. Positions A, B, and C are

designated back right, back center, and back left, respectively. Positions D, E, and F result from turning

the crate around and interrogating on the other side. The optimal measurement scheme is the one that

minimizes the variation of the fissile signal as a fimction of source position.
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Figure 3. Neutron generator measurement schemes tested during matrix
characterization study.

Table 5 shows the spatial variation over 72 positions in each of the surrogate matrices for the five

measurement schemes tested. The source used was a 368 g depleted uranium metal bar with an apparent

235Umass of 625.6 mg (corrected for self shielding). The generator was pulsed at 50 Hz for 10,000 pulses

per position. Although spatial variation is greatest for the hydrogen-containing matrices, the ability to

interrogate on both sides of the crate has a significant effect. The optimal configuration was obtained

with four positions in which the crate is rotated and interrogated on the back left and right positions.

Assay time is 800 seconds with four neutron generator stops at 10,000 pulses per stop. Total

measurement time including opening and closing the door, moving the loading platiorm, and operating

the forklift is approximately 50 minutes.

Table 5. Variation of fissile signal over 72 positions for five measurement schemes.
Positional Variation

Number Generator
(RSDYO)

Dry Wet Polyethylene Carbon
Combustibles Combustibles B25 Steel

of stops Positions

1 B 27 37 31 26

2 AC 21 38 29 25

3 ABc 22 35 27 25

4 AC& DF 8 17 11 22

6 (ALL) 12 18 16 22



SENSITMTY

Sensitivity is the minimum detectable mass, defined as the smallest mass that gives a signal that is three

times its uncertainty or a signal that is 3 sigma over background. Using this definition, sensitivity in an

empty B-25 crate for the standard four position assay (40,000 pulses) is 6.7 mg 235U.Although this is an

important system parameter, a more usefid number for Tennessee landfill regulations is the sensitivity in

activity concentration of matrix material. Uranium specific activity is highly dependent on the

enrichment which varies from depleted (0.2’Yo235U)to highly enriched (93.3% ‘sU). Table 6 shows the

sensitivity in mass of 235Uand the specific activity in both depleted and enriched form for each of the

surrogate matrices. These results show that the CWAM can easily screen and quantify 235Uat the 35

pCi/g level.

Table 6. Sensitivity in’5 U mass and uranium specific activity for a source
located at the center of surrogate matrix.

Surrogate 23%Mass Specific Activity
(pci/g)

Matrix (mg) Depleted Enriched
Uranium Uranium

I Carbon Steel-B25 ] 12.1 I 2.7 I 0.97 I

I Drv Combustibles-SWB I 7.9 I 5.3 I 2.0 I

Polyethylen*B25 5.5 I 3.4 1.2
I

I Wet Combustib1es-B25 I 14.4 I 5.7 I 2.1 I
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